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NEW QUESTION 1
- (Exam Topic 1)
Which address class includes network 191.168.0.1/27?

A. Class C
B. Class B
C. Class D
D. Class A

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Exam Topic 1)
On which type of port can switches interconnect for multi-VLAN communication?

A. interface port
B. access port
C. switch port
D. trunk port

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Exam Topic 1)
How can you manually configure a switch so that it is selected as the root Switch?

A. increase the priority number
B. lower the port priority number
C. lower the priority number
D. increase the port priority number

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 4
- (Exam Topic 1)
Refer to the exhibit .

If R1 sends Traffic to 192.168.10.45 the traffic is sent through which interface?

A. FastEthernet 0/1
B. FastEthernet 0/0
C. FastEthernet 1/0
D. FastEthernet 1/1

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Exam Topic 2)
Which Ethernet interface command is present when you boot a new Cisco router for the first time?

A. speed 100
B. shutdown
C. ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
D. duplex half
NEW QUESTION 6
- (Exam Topic 2)
Which of the port is not part of STP protocol?

A. Listening  
B. Learning  
C. Forwarding  
D. Discarding

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 7
- (Exam Topic 2)
Which command must you enter to enable OSPFv2 in an IPv4 network?

A. ip ospf hello-interval seconds
B. router ospf2 process-id
C. router ospf value
D. router ospf process-id

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 8
- (Exam Topic 2)
Which two statements about access points are true? (Choose Two)

A. They can provide access within enterprises and to the public.  
B. in Most cases, they are physically connected to other network devices to provide network connectivity.  
C. They can protect a network from internal and external threats.  
D. Most access points provide Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity.  
E. They must be hardwired to a modem.

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 9
- (Exam Topic 2)
Which three statements are true about the operation of a full-duplex Ethernet network? (Choose three.)

A. The host network card and the switch port must be capable of operating in full-duplex mode.  
B. Ethernet hub ports are preconfigured for full-duplex mode.  
C. A dedicated switch port is required for each full-duplex node.  
D. There are no collisions in full-duplex mode.  
E. In a full-duplex environment, the host network card must check for the availability of the network media before transmitting.

Answer: ACD

NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 2)
Which option is the industry-standard protocol for etherChannel?

A. Cisco Discovery protocol  
B. PAgP  
C. LACP  
D. DTP

Answer: B

Explanation:

NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 2)
Refer to the topology and switching table shown in the graphic. Host B sends a frame to Host C. Which option describes what the switch will do with the frame?

A. send an ICMP Host Unreachable message to Host B  
B. return the frame to Host B  
C. drop the frame  
D. send the frame out all ports except port 0/2  
E. record the destination MAC address in the switching table and send the frame directly to Host C  
F. send an ARP request for Host C

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 12
- (Exam Topic 3)  
Scenario:  
You work as Junior Network Engineer for RADO Network Ltd company. Your colleague has set up a Layer 2 network for testing purpose in one of your client locations. You must verify the configuration and fix any issues identified as per customer requirements.

Topology Details:  
- Three switches (SVV1, SW2, and SW3) are connected using Ethernet link as shown in the topology diagram.  
- Server1 and PC1 are connected to SW1 and are assigned to VLAN 500 and VLAN 600 respectively.  
- Server2 and PC2 are connected to SW2 and are assigned to VLAN 500 and VLAN 600 respectively.  
- PC3 is connected to SW3 and assigned to VLAN 600.

Customer requirements:  
- Verify if switch ports are assigned in correct VLANs as per topology diagram. Identify and fix any misconfigurations found in three switches.  
- Verify if trunk links are operational between switches and the IEEE 802.1q trunk encapsulation method is used. Identify and fix any misconfigurations found in the trunk configuration.  
- You must make sure the ports connected between switches are set as trunk ports.

Special Note: To gain the maximum number you must make sure that VLANs are assigned to switch ports as per customer requirements and make sure the trunk links are operational between switches. Do not change VLAN names and VLAN number that are already configured in the switches.
Answer: A

Explanation:
Switch 1 port E0/1 was connected to a computer with a straight through cable and as well as a rollover cable (for configuration of switch ports on this switch) which was shown in VLAN 600 in the diagram but actually that port was not in VLAN 600 after checking the VLAN configuration using show vlan command. Instead this port was configured in VLAN 1. So we needed to put that PC in VLAN 600 using following commands:

```
E0/0(SW1)(config)# interface E0/0
SW1(config-if)# switchport mode access
SW1(config-if)# switchport access vlan 600
```

Now the E0/0 port of this switch SW1 was receiving native VLAN mismatch from SW3 switch-port E0/1. Also E0/0 of SW1 and E0/0/1 of SW3 were not in trunking mode. And the question was asked to make sure that connection between both switches should be in trunking mode with 802.1Q encapsulation enabled. So used the below commands:

```
SW1(config)# interface E0/0
SW1(config-if)# switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q
SW1(config-if)# switchport mode trunk.
```

On other switch which is switch 3:

```
SW3(config)# interface E0/3
SW3(config-if)# switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q
SW3(config-if)# switchport mode trunk.
```

Also port E0/2 of SW3 was connected to server and in VLAN 600 and port E0/3 was assigned to VLAN 500 and to a computer again in VLAN 500 itself. So that computer had a console cable connected to SW3 as well in order to configure and verify the configurations on SW3. So just verify the access ports are correctly assigned and trunk ports as well using below commands.

**NEW QUESTION 13**
- (Exam Topic 3)
Drag and Drop the CSMAComponents from the left onto the correct description on the right

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered

Answer: A

Explanation:

**NEW QUESTION 14**
- (Exam Topic 3)
What is the danger of the permit any entry in a NAT access list?

A. It can lead to overloaded resources on the router.
B. It can cause too many addresses to be assigned to the same interface.
C. It can disable the overload command.
D. It prevents the correct translation of IP addresses on the inside network.

Answer: A
NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 4)
Which chassis-aggregation technology combines two physical switches into one virtual switch?

A. LACP
B. VRRP
C. VSS
D. StackWise

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 4)
During which phase of PPPoE is PPP authentication performed?

A. the PPP Session phase
B. Phase 2
C. the Active Discovery phase
D. the Authentication phase
E. Phase 1

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 5)
Which two values are needed to run the APIC-EM ACL Analysis tool? (Choose two.)

A. destination address
B. protocol
C. source address
D. source port
E. periodic refresh interval
F. destination port

Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 5)
You are transitioning your organization's DHCP and DNS cloud services to new provider. Which two public cloud options can provide a secure and relatively easy migration? (Choose two)

A. Internet VPN
B. MPLS VPN
C. inter-cloud exchange
D. Internet
E. Ethernet WAN

Answer: AB

NEW QUESTION 19
- (Exam Topic 5)
Refer to the exhibit.
The network administrator must establish a route by which London workstations can forward traffic to the Manchester workstations. What is the simplest way to accomplish this?

A. Configure a dynamic routing protocol on London to advertise all routes to Manchester.
B. Configure a dynamic routing protocol on London to advertise summarized routes to Manchester.
C. Configure a dynamic routing protocol on Manchester to advertise a default route to the London router.
D. Configure a static default route on London with a next hop of 10.1.1.1.
E. Configure a static route on London to direct all traffic destined for 172.16.0.0/22 to 10.1.1.2.
F. Configure Manchester to advertise a static default route to London.

Answer: E

Explanation:
This static route will allow for communication to the Manchester workstations and it is better to use this more specific route than a default route as traffic destined to the Internet will then not go out the London Internet connection.

NEW QUESTION 20
- (Exam Topic 5)
Which symbol in the APIC-EM path Trace tool output indicates that an ACL is present and might deny packets?
A) 
B) 
C) 
D)
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 21
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